
 Skill development for your team: Address all team skill levels, from beginners 
to experts

 Centralized training dashboard: Manage learning journeys effortlessly
 Enhanced team collaboration: Enhance teamwork and problem-solving skills.

Aligned with the MITRE ATT&CK framework, OffSec training, and content cover nearly 
70% of the skills required to match the attack framework. Training for 12 tactics including:

Reconnaissance | Resource Development | Initial Access | Execution | Persistence | 
Privilege Escalation | Defense Evasion | Credential Access | Discovery |  
Lateral Movement | Collection | Command & Control

Unlimited learning: Explore a vast cybersecurity library for team specialization at all levels.

Cost-effective skills: Access OffSec's full range of courses, labs, and exams.

Adapt to threats: Continuously update your team's skills for new challenges.

Reduce risk: Boost cybersecurity defenses to mitigate organizational threats.

Unlimited certifications: Earn multiple OffSec certifications with unlimited OffSec exam attempts per seat.

Flexible learning: Year-long, on-demand training to suit professional needs.

Support & manage each team member’s learning goals

Comprehensive continuous workforce development 
with Learn Unlimited

Learning Paths by job role

Learning Paths by topic

Penetration testing

MITRE ATT&CK

IOT

OWASP Top 10 2021

Cloud Environments

And many more…

Threat hunting & 
Incident response

Security operations

Exploit development

Blue teaming

Red teaming

Secure software 
development

And many more…
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What’s included in a Learn Unlimited Subscription

MITRE ATT&CK framework training

1 year of access to unlimited courses  
& content



Unlimited exam attempts during your 
subscription



365 days of lab access



1 year of unlimited access to all 
fundamental content and OffSec 
curated Learning Paths



PEN-103 + unlimited KLCP exam attempts



PEN-210 + unlimited OSWP exam 
attempts



Proving Grounds Practice labs



3 downloads of course material

https://learn.offsec.com/hubfs/Marketing%20One%20Pagers/MITRE%20Reconnaissance%20LP.pdf
https://learn.offsec.com/hubfs/Marketing%20One%20Pagers/MITRE%20Resource%20Development.pdf
https://learn.offsec.com/hubfs/Marketing%20One%20Pagers/MITRE%20Initial%20Access.pdf
https://learn.offsec.com/hubfs/Marketing%20One%20Pagers/MITRE%20Execution%20LP.pdf
https://learn.offsec.com/hubfs/Marketing%20One%20Pagers/MITRE%20Persistence%20LP.pdf
https://learn.offsec.com/hubfs/Marketing%20One%20Pagers/MITRE%20Privliege%20Escalation.pdf
https://learn.offsec.com/hubfs/Marketing%20One%20Pagers/MITRE%20Defense%20Evasion.pdf
https://learn.offsec.com/hubfs/Marketing%20One%20Pagers/MITRE%20Credential%20Access%20LP.pdf
https://learn.offsec.com/hubfs/Marketing%20One%20Pagers/MITRE%20Discovery%20LP.pdf
https://learn.offsec.com/hubfs/Marketing%20One%20Pagers/MITRE%20Lateral%20Movement%20LP.pdf
https://learn.offsec.com/hubfs/Marketing%20One%20Pagers/MITRE%20Collection%20LP.pdf
https://learn.offsec.com/hubfs/Marketing%20One%20Pagers/MITRE%20Command%20and%20Control%20LP.pdf
https://www.offsec.com/learning/paths/
https://www.offsec.com/courses/pen-103/
https://www.offsec.com/courses/pen-210/
https://www.offsec.com/labs/
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OffSec Learning Library - unmatched depth and breadth

Our robust Learning Library 

includes:

Explore

a vast array of 

cybersecurity topics, 
ensuring your team can 
delve into areas that are 

most relevant and 
beneficial to them.

Validate

your team’s skills with 

unlimited exam attempts, 
affirming their expertise and 

enhancing your organization’s 
cybersecurity posture.

Explore, learn, and validate with Learn Unlimited

Learn

specialized 

cybersecurity skills 
from courses and 

content developed 
by top-tier experts.

The OLL helps learners build indispensable skills by offering a comprehensive 
variety of role-specific content, from entry-level to advanced.

To explore how Learn Unlimited can be tailored to your organization’s unique 
cybersecurity training needs and challenges, reach out today to learn more.

Get started with Learn Unlimited today

Get started with Learn Unlimited

Comprehensive workforce development & unlimited access 
to the OffSec Learning Library

https://offsec.com/products/learn-unlimited

